The moments of the Lucas polynomials and of the Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind are (multiples of) central binomial coefficients and the moments of the Fibonacci polynomials and of the Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind are Catalan numbers. In this survey paper we present some generalizations of these results together with various q  analogues.
Introduction
various q  analogues. The most natural q  analogues of the monic Chebyshev polynomials (cf. [11] or [12] ) are orthogonal polynomials and their moments are multiples of 2 1 ( ) [ 1] 
The polynomials ( ) n l x satisfy the recurrence relation
with 0 2   and
This implies for 0 n  the Binet formulae ( ) .
The polynomials ( ) n l x are orthogonal with respect to the linear functional l  defined by
we deduce that the moments
The moment generating function is
For some special cases cf. [14] , OEIS A000108, A001764, A002293, A009294.
The generating function satisfies
The most natural generalization of the Lucas polynomials are the polynomials ( ) ( )
It is easily verified that ( )
and thus for the linear functional ( )
The generating function
It seems that these polynomials do not have interesting q  analogues. Therefore we consider another generalization ( ) ( ) m n L x of the Lucas polynomials which satisfy
For n m  both sides satisfy the same recurrence relation.
If we define the linear functional ( )
and thus
1.4. Let us now state some well-known notations and results for q  identities which will be needed later (cf. e.g. [5] ).
We always assume that 0 1. q
The q  binomial coefficients satisfy
A simple q  analogue of the binomial theorem is the fact that the so called Rogers-Szegö
This follows by induction because
Therefore the Rogers-Szegö polynomials satisfy the recursion
We shall also need the following q  hypergeometric version of the binomial theorem (cf. e.g. [3] ).
As special cases we will need the following q  analogues of the exponential series
and the simplest binomial theorems
Notes
The polynomials ( ) n f x are the special case 
There is also a close connection with the Chebyshev polynomials in the usual form.
The Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind ( )
The monic Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind
The Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind ( )
with initial values 0 ( ) 1 U x  and 1 ( ) 2 U x x  and
The monic Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind Then there are uniquely determined coefficients ( , ) c n k such that 0 ( , ) ( ).
and boundary values ( , 1) 0. c n   If we apply the linear functional  we get
Let us recall a well-known combinatorial interpretation of (1.40):
The number ( , ) c n k is the weight of all lattice paths in 2  which initial point   0, 0 and
n k where each step is either an up-step    
The weight of an up-step is 1 and the weight of a down-step with i  to height i followed by a maximal path which ends at height i and never falls below height , i and finally a down-step which ends on height 0 followed by a non-negative path which ends on height 0. Therefore we get
where ( ) i u  denotes the generating function of the moments if in (1.38) n  is replaced by
where ( , ) b n m is the corresponding weight when k  is replaced by 1 .
For the polynomials ( ) n f x we have 1 n   and therefore (1.45) reduces to (1.7).
The corresponding matrix   ( , ) c n k is known as Catalan triangle (cf. [14] , OEIS, A053121). 
From (1.23) we get (1.20) and from (1.27) we deduce (1.28).
The simplest q-analogues
The simplest q  analogues of
, 
These q  Catalan numbers have no simple closed formula, but their generating function can be represented (cf. [9] ) as
;
Comparing coefficients this gives
C q  Further properties can be found in [13] .
From (2.1) we see that
This can be used to compute ( ) ( ). In [6] a shorter algorithm to compute these numbers has been given. We have
and more generally
Identity (2.7) follows immediately from orthogonality because
By (2.2) ( , )
r n k is a linear combination of ( , 1) r n k  and ( 1, 1). r n k   Therefore ( , 1) r n n  is a linear combination of ( , 2) r n n  and ( 1, 2) r n n   and therefore a linear combination of ( , 3), r n n  ( 1, 3) r n n   and ( 2, 3) r n n   and thus a linear combination of ( ,0) r n i
As q  analogue of (1.8) we get (cf. [13] )
To prove this observe that by (1.35)
In the same way we see that
and therefore   
.
They are not only q  analogues of ( ) (1 ) )1.
They satisfy the recurrence relation
with initial values 0 ( , ) 1 F x q  and 1 ( , ) .
F x q x 
They also satisfy
. Nevertheless there a very nice q  analogue of (1.4):
This implies that the moments
is a explicit q  analogue of the Catalan numbers.
I do not know a simple q  analogue of the generating function (1.7), but we have instead
which is a q  analogue of (1.8). 
Let now
for 0 n  and 0 ( , ) 1 .
with initial values 0 ( , ) 1 l x q  and 1 ( , ) . l x q x  Here 0 2   and
This can also be written as ( , ) ( (1 ) )1.
The polynomials ( , ) n l x q are not orthogonal.
The identity
,
if we define the linear functional , .
is a q  analogue of
Proofs and remarks
The polynomials ( , ) n F x q and ( , ) n l x q have been systematically studied in [8] . To prove (3.1) it suffices to compare coefficients in (3.3). Since these polynomials are not orthogonal and thus do not satisfy a 3  term recurrence of the form (1.38) the above combinatorial interpretation fails. But formula (3.3) implies Binet-type formulae for these polynomials:
Let A be the operator (1 ) .
This is an exact version of a symbolic method which I used in [10] .
From (1.30) we get
Since these are by induction polynomials in x we get again by induction 1  2  2 2  2 2  2  2  2 2  0  0  0   2  2  2  2  ( , ) .
n n n l x q F x q F x q    we also get (3.5).
Comparing coefficients we see that (3.7) is equivalent with
In the same way we prove identity (3.14):
The polynomials ( , )
n F x q can be generalized to
Note that the operator (1 ) 
This follows since the coefficient of
Note that (2) ( ) ( ). x q we get a recurrence for ( ) ( ).
The numbers ( ) ( ) For the left-hand side is
In the same way the polynomials (2) ( , )
n n l x q L x q  can be generalized to
Since by (3.21) we have
Thus we get
q-Chebyshev polynomials
Now we come to a class of orthogonal polynomials where almost all facts from the classical case have simple counterparts.
The polynomials
; ;
will be called special q  Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind.
with initial values 0 ( , ) 1 u x q  and 1 ( , ) . ;
gives the moments
; ; 1 n n n n u q n n n q n q xn nn
where ( ) n q C is a q  Catalan number in the sense of Andrews [2] .
As q  analogue of Similar polynomials have also appeared in other publications, cf. [11] or [12] and the literature cited there. They are related to the Al-Salam and Ismail polynomials introduced in [1] .
The recurrence relations can be easily verified by comparing coefficients. Proofs for (4.5) and (4.14) can be found in [11] . 
